
 
Shining the Light on 

Mississippi Department of Education 
At Home Resources for Parents 

The Mississippi Department of Education has developed a listing of resources for at-home learning designed 
for parents. The listing can be found at 
https://www.mdek12.org/search/node?keys=Learning+at+home+Resources+for+Districts.   
For parents of pre-kindergarten through first grade students they have a section dedicated for them.  
It can be found at https://Q2/www.mdek12.org/LearningAtHome/PreK1. These resources are available for 
parents to use in addition to the lessons sent to each student by their teacher.  Past Spotlights can be found 
on the Graduate Center for the Study of Early Learning Facebook page. The term “parent” is used in the 
activity box as a general term for any adult or older child who will be working with the child. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Memorial Day Bonus! 
 

As families enjoy Memorial Day, learning about our national holiday and the service men and 
women who have served in various armed services in the past and those who are helping to keep 
us safe today should be acknowledged. A few books and videos are listed below that can be 
enjoyed during the weekend. These books should be read for enjoyment and to gain more 
knowledge about why we are proud Americans! 
 
“Blue Sky, White Stars” by Sarvinder Naberhaus  
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zf1gPOHSkmE) is a tribute to our flag. The book features very 
little text, but beautiful illustrations. 
 
The History of the Statute of Liberty (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3utCntXrPo) is a brief 
history of the Statue of Liberty. This is a video/photographic presentation. 
 
“Memorial Day Surprise” by Theresa Golding (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJcKj4S7jZ8) is 
a book that explains the purpose of Memorial Day. The video can be paused for the parents to 
discuss with their children what they think may be the “big surprise”. After the book read 
concludes, the parents and children can name the different elements of the parade. 
 
“Rolling Thunder” by Kate Messener  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEsdtYKiPok) is a story 
using  rhyming text that explains what the Rolling Thunder is and what it does. The information 
about Memorial Day specific to the remembrance of Viet Nam soldiers who did not return from 
war. Some family members may have served in the Viet Nam War and could add more details to 
the story if they wished. 
 
What is Memorial Day Video for Kids and Preschoolers 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCJApBnLcAo) is a video that provides information in easy to 
understand terms about the history and origin of the holiday. 
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Rhyme Time: Short and Sweet 
 

The Mississippi Department of Education has established a list of learning standards 
(https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/final_edited_infants_through_four-year-
old_early_learning_standards_2020._04.09.pdf) that are considered to be important for pre-kindergarten students to 
master by the end of pre-kindergarten. The standard highlighted is ELA.RF.PK4.2a “Explore and recognize rhyming 
words (e.g., using songs, fingerplays, nursery rhymes, imitation, poetry and conversation).” 
 
The standard specifically mentions fingerplays. What are fingerplays? Fingerplays are an integral part of early childhood 
classroom teaching strategies. Fingerplays are often used as “fillers”. This means that when the teacher is transitioning 
from one activity to another, such as going to lunch in the cafeteria or waiting on the bus number to be called for 
departure when only 2-3 minutes are in question, fingerplays save the day! Short rhyming stories that sometimes have 
hand motions are fingerplays. This very short, but fun way to learn rhyming words would also be a teaching strategy to 
use while riding in a car, washing hands or just waiting for the next event to happen!  Below are a few fingerplays 
compiled by the Arkansas Association on Children under Six over 45 years ago. 
 
As parents and children learn the rhymes together, discussions about which words rhyme are highly encouraged. 
Without intentional conversations about what rhyming means and how to identify words that rhyme, much of the 
opportunity for learning will be lost. 
 
Sometimes 
 

Sometimes I am very, very tall (child makes themselves as tall as possible) 
Sometimes I’m very, very small (child makes themselves as small as possible) 
Sometimes tall-sometimes small (child moves from tall to small and back again) 
Guess which one I am now? (Child chooses which size he wants to be and act upon it.) 
 
Hear the Beat of the Feet 
 

Hear the beat, beat, beat  
Of the feet, feet, feet 
Of the children as they walk 
Down the street, street, street. 
 
In the Morning 
 

I brush and brush, and brush my hair (Make brushing motion) 
And then decide what shirt to wear. 
I put it on over my head. (Pretend to put shirt on) 
And Mom says. “Hurry and make your bed.” (Pretend to make up a bed.) 
When I am ready, off I go. (Walk in place) 
I like to go to school you know. (Continue to walk in place) 
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Fun at the Beach 
 

Some families have cancelled or revised their vacation plans due to concerns about the pandemic. Young 
children can still have a chance to visit the beach without leaving their home. As families try to provide an 
alternative to the same old routine that has gotten really old over the last few months, the books 
highlighted below are about beach activities and stories that happen at the beach. The Early Learning 
Standards developed by the MS Department of Education 
(https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/final_edited_infants_through_four-year-
old_early_learning_standards_2020._04.09.pdf) address writing as part of language arts. Suggestions for 
how parents can introduce and give their child opportunities to practice the skills related to the standard:  
“ELA.W.PK4.1c Explore and experiment with a combination of written representations (e.g., scribbles, 
drawings, letters and dictations) to tell about events or stories” will be provided in the discussions below. 
 
“The Seashore” by Charlotte Zolotow  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzAwkaqOAnc) This book has 
exceptional illustrations that show the beauty of the beach while the text provides an explanation of what 
the beach looks like. The story is told to a child who has never seen the seashore by his mother, who has 
obviously spent time there as a child herself. The video can be paused so the parent and child can discuss 
the pictures. They can look at the colors used to show the details of what is being described in the text. After 
reading the book, parents can talk about the things in the pictures that were interesting to them and then 
ask their child to share what they felt were interesting. Parents can ask their child why they think a 
particular picture is a favorite. With the parents providing paper and crayons, they can encourage their child 
to draw a beach picture for display on the refrigerator. As the child describes the images in the drawing, the 
parent can record the information at the bottom of the picture.  
 
“A Beach Tail” by Karen Lynn Williams (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swbvrodUdlM) After reading 
the story, parents can ask their child to pretend they are drawing in the sand as they draw on paper with 
crayons. As parents and children reread the book, the video can be stopped, and the motions used in 
drawing in the sand can be used by the child as they draw.  Parents and children can discuss how the boy’s 
sand drawing was used to guide him back to his Dad after temporarily “loosing” him. 
 
“Biscuit’s First Beach Day” by Alyssa Satin Capucilli (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZCyZs-wndMis) is 
a story of a girl taking her dog, Biscuit, to the beach for the first time. After hearing the story, the parent and 
child can take turns retelling it. Following the retelling of the story, the child can draw a series of pictures 
that depict it. 
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For Adults Only #3 
 

The “real” summer vacation has started, but many parents will say, we have been on summer vacation since 
the middle of March and we need help! Children still have weeks at home or in out-of-home care before 
school begins anew. If returning to work for parents is now an option and child care can be found, parents 
should explain to the child care teacher what activities have been part of the daily routine at home. If some 
of the elements of the routine are continued at the child care center, the child will feel less fearful. 
 
 It is not uncommon for pre-school children to experience anxiety when leaving home after this extended 
period of being with family, even if they are returning to the program they previously attended. The change 
could result in bed wetting, clinging and crying behaviors, acting out through temper tantrums and/or bad 
dreams. Given the extreme amount of talk about the sickness and even death that is being experienced if a 
person becomes ill due to COVID, young children hear and internalize the comments and try to make sense 
of them the best their four-year-old brains can!  This often leads to extra stress they feel based on their fear 
of the possible death of a parent or sibling, or even themselves.  For this reason, parents should ask the child 
care teacher at their child’s center how they plan to talk to children about the new safety precautions they 
will be following and how everyone is working to keep the children and teachers safe. Asking child care 
center owners about their health and safety plan they are implementing to reduce the spread of germs is 
also a very reasonable request. If the answer is not satisfactory, moving the child to another location may be 
in order. Parents can practice the safety practices at home that the child care staff will use at the center. In 
this way, the child will not be as frightened of new procedures, such as wearing a face mask or gloves. 
 
If children begin to spend a considerable amount of time out of the home, it is very important to adhere to a 
cleaning routine as soon as they are picked up from their out-of-home care program. Upon returning home, 
it would be best if the child and parent wash their hands per CDC guidelines 
(https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00VQRqXvrBfAZc5o-
WpJQ4N1KXN5w%3A1590630235615&lei=WxfPXvSCJYuctgXnwY7IAw&q=7%20steps%20of%20handwashin
g&ved=2ahUKEwi0nKaxt9XpAhULjq0KHeegAzkQsKwBKAB6BAgPEAE&biw=1366&bih=625). Consistency will 
be very important in daily following of the safety routine. Washing hands every two hours, before eating 
and after using the bathroom are also recommended practices to keep the virus from entering the house 
with the child! 
 
We are moving into another phase of the post-COVID-19 pandemic. This may be the most dangerous yet. By 
not rushing to a return to our lives pre-COVID, we will show pragmatic caution and begin to breathe 
somewhat easier, but still being mindful of good health and safety practices. 
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Insects Can Irritate 
 

Since summer is fast approaching, insects will be making pests of themselves! Parents and children will have 
many opportunities to investigate their outside spaces for the types of insects that live in their 
neighborhood. Some children and parents are highly allergic to the stings of particular insects and should be 
very mindful to avoid any nests or flowers that may attractive to the potentially harmful bees or wasps. The 
books highlighted below feature both fiction and non-fiction stories about various types of insects native to 
Mississippi.  When parents discuss the books, it is important to call attention to the factual content as well 
as to discuss why some are fictional stories. The MS Department of Education Learning Standards for Pre-K 
lists: “ELA.RL.PK4.5 With prompting and support, interact with common types of texts (e.g., fantasy; factual; 
animals; books that represent diversity in race, culture, age, gender and ability) as a skill to be mastered at 
the end of pre-kindergarten.” 
 
“The Grouchy Ladybug” by Eric Carle (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlhucZKcALk) is a story about a 
grouchy ladybug who tried to bully different insects, birds and various animals into fighting. Given the 
repetitive refrain throughout the story, parents can invite their child to repeat the refrain as the story is 
read. Discussion questions can address the reasons the story is fiction and why was the ladybug so grumpy. 
 
“Bugs A to Z Creepy, Crawly Facts!” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-C2g8oG6EkQ) An alphabet book 
that highlights a bug whose name begins with each featured letter of the alphabet. The pictures on each 
page are also accompanied by video of the “real” insect. The pictures and video allow for an opportunity for 
discussion between parent and child. The video requires the parent to read the text. This is worthy of 
reviewing the book several times. 
 
“Heads and Tails Insects” by John Canty (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFZMoBbyu8M) The text 
describes the insect and give the listener an opportunity to name it before their identity is revealed. 
 
“Waiting for Wings” by Lois Ehlert (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLDrv4X4H9Y) is the story of the 
transformation of a caterpillar to a butterfly. Beautiful pictures accompany the text and at the end of the 
book pictures of various butterflies are featured. 
 
“Bob and Otto” by Robert Bruel (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvFR3cSvU5A) is a story about two 
best friends who go in different directions as they grow up. Their friendship is stronger than the changes 
they make in life. 
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Trains, Planes and Trucks 
 

Summer usually means a family trip. A visit to Grandma or a trip to the beach or the mountains is a family 
tradition that may be postponed until traveling is considered safer. However, young children enjoy planning 
the trip almost as much as going! The books highlighted are about various types of transportation, which is a 
big part of the “going on a trip” planning. The Mississippi Department of Education has developed learning 
standards (https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/final_edited_infants_through_four-year-
old_early_learning_standards_2020._04.09.pdf) for children completing pre-kindergarten. The standard: 
“ELA.RL.PK4.3: With prompting and support, identify some characters, settings and/or major events in a 
story” will be stressed in the prompts for parents to use in discussions with their child after of during the 
reading of the book. 
 
“Trains” by Gail Gibbons (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-I5ALfvHaw) is a book that provides 
information about different types of trains and explains the purpose of each car as well as its name. The 
story also discusses the types of signs that are located at different places along the track that guide the 
engineer. The parents and their children can discuss the major character (train) and the different purposes 
the various train cars have in making up the entire train.  
 
“Little Blue Truck” by Alice Schertle (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQZ3bK5v0gc) is a story that 
features two different types of trucks. Friends and neighbors are highlighted in their rolls of rescuing both 
trucks when they got into trouble. Parents and children can discuss the main characters (the trucks) and the 
major events of the story, especially how they were “saved” by their friends. 
 
“Who Sank the Boat?” by Pamela Allen (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5Qz1R1K73g) is an engaging 
story that involves a cast of characters who want to ride in a boat. Unfortunately, the boat sinks and the 
reader is asked who they believe was the one who caused that to happen. Parents and children can talk 
about each character and make predictions as to which one caused it to sink. 
 
“Riding Away in My Airplane” by Margaret Wise Brown 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_kGfU8YLu4) is a story told in rhyme that explains what passengers 
in a plane are doing while they are flying. The story also provides the reader with information about the 
different parts of the plane and the view from the sky when looking at the ground. After hearing the book, 
discussions can take place about what the major events of the story. 
 








